CASE FOLLOW-UP STUDY THE PATIENTS UNDERGOING METALIC HEART VALVES REPLACEMENT THROUGH PHONOCARDIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
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Abstract: In this study, the synchronous pursuit of hearts sounds together with ECG signals have been realized. For this purpose pre-operative and post-operative clinic data related with the patients with heart valve diseases has been recorded through a computer. Thus, an auxiliary method has been provided to determine the patient’s health situation.

Heart sounds have been obtained using a transducer insulated from its surroundings and ECG signals using surface ECG electrodes. The heart sound and ECG signals have been amplified and filtered independent of each other. After this process, these signals have been converted into digital data to be transferred to computer via I/O card.

Thus, the results of heart sounds and ECG signals have been monitored and stored in computer by a software developed in Delphi Programmer Language. However, signals have been transferred in frequency domain and power density spectrum was drawn in order to minimize possible errors in the medical diagnosis from sound signals stored in time domain. Also, the durations of heart sound signals have been determined and power density field has been calculated so that graphs can be compared together.

The realized system has been tested over heart valve patients at Cardiology Department in Erciyes University Gevher Nisibe Hospital.
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I. INTRODUCTION

More than 40 theories have been developed relevant to existence of heart sounds and murmurs[1]. The heart sounds are produced by the flow of blood into and outside of the chambers and by the movement of myocardial walls and by opening and closing of the valves in general.

The listening to heart (occultation) is one of the most precise tests of the functional accuracy of heart. In addition, variations and murmurs in heart sounds are generally obvious signs. These variations and murmurs can be determined before appease symptoms and finding depend on important variations of pressure in the cardiovascular system[2].

A metallic sound produced from the movement of the metals is heard as a result of the metals contacting with each other in the metallic valves replaced. Valve movement is deprived owing to a clot settling between or surrounding two metals. When valve movements are deprived, heart sounds are also deprived.

Since this phenomenon affects primarily heart valve sounds, the analyses of the sounds may be the first diagnosis step. In the diagnosis of valve dysfunctions specific methods such as, the evaluation of patient’s clinical, the physical examinations, pulmonary graphs are still used. In addition to these methods, specific methods such as, echocardiography, fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance and angiographies are also used. But, none of these methods is a method to evaluate valve sounds. The valve sounds of patients are listened to using stethoscope only during the physical examination. Yet, this phenomenon is instantaneous data with no evidence which depends on the experience of doctor.

II. PURPOSE AND METHOD

In the our country rheumatic heart valve diseases are commoner than those in the western countries. Anticoagulant medical treatment methods have to be applied to patients with mechanical heart valve in order to delay blood clotting during life. Blood clotting is delayed giving by administering comedian to the patient[3, 4]. The clots, which may occur in the periphery of the valves because of the fact that this agent often requires lifelong usage and may be used in wrong ways in later periods of life, not only may be driven to vital organ, e.g. a clot driven to the brain may give rise to paralysis, but also may impair valve movements. Sometimes impaired valve movements may require the patient to undergo another operation. When valve movements begin to be impaired, first an impairment occurs in the sounds of opening and closing, and eventually the process goes on until complete inactivity occurs in the valves.

The heart sounds may be impaired because of settling clots even if valves movements are normal. The phonocardiographic records must be obtained after and before the valves replacement the patient so that to do an accurate assessment of the situation. Imaging heart sounds together with ECG signals will be become more useful in order to minimize potential errors can be done in determining durations and positions of heart sounds.

In this study, the heart sounds have been taken using a transducer insulated from its surrounding, and ECG signals using surface electrodes. The heart sounds have been
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obtained from over apex region[5] and ECG signals through DI derivation[6]. These signals have been amplified by passing from through instrumentation amplifier sections separately[7, 8]. After this process, these signals were filtered against noises with high frequency and were transferred to a computer using planned I/O card.

Figure 1 A graphic synchronous of heart sound and ECG signal obtained from healthy subject

Figure 2 The Power spectrum density graph of this heart sound signals
The synchronous graphics of heart sounds and ECG signals have been drawn in computer by a software prepared in Delphi programming language. Besides, the data base related to patients has been formed. However, signals have been transferred in frequency domain in order to minimize possible errors in the medical diagnosis from sound signals stored in time domain, and power density spectrum has been drawn. Therefore, durations of heart sound signals have been determined and field of power density spectrum has been calculated. Thus, an intragraphics comparison can be made in durations these signals.

A graphic synchronous of heart sound and ECG signal obtained from healthy subject is given in figure 1. The Power spectrum density graph of this heart sound signals is given figure 2.

In drawing power density it is possible to choose various windowing types. Gaussian windowing type was selected in figure 2. The synchronous graphic of heart sounds and ECG signals of a patient with aorta narrowing and coroner artery disease
III. RESULTS

The heart sounds in this study have been drawn synchronously with ECG signals and the data base of the patients have been prepared. ECG signals have helped cardiology doctors to determine the position of heart sounds. In taking ECG signals, it has proven to be adequate to use only a derivation type (DI). Power spectrum density has been drawn by transferring frequency domain so that more clinical data can be obtained from sound signals recorded in time domain. The durations of graphs can be calculated because these signals have been drawn over a scaled screen. In drawing power spectrum density, various windowing types can be used and spectrum field can be calculated. Also, all the information concerning the patients have been filed in computer in case classic faults.

With the realization of this system, records have been taken from patients awaiting operation for heart valve disease and the accuracy of these records have been compared with the clinical data and tested. Figure 1 presents records regarding a healthy subject and figure 3 the records regarding a patient who have aorta narrowing and coronary artery disease. The murmurs in the patient determined by listening method have been seen as noise in signal. The expected murmur type in aorta narrowing and coronary artery disease is systolic ejection murmurs and these murmurs are heard during the systole and the diastole.

In the completed part of the study, obtaining signals, determining their durations, drawing power spectrum density, calculating spectrum field and establishing data base concerning patients has been done.
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